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Abstract 
The paper aims at determining the link between incentive system and 

employee motivation and productivity in organizations and to provide 

useful information to management on how best to design and administer 

incentive system. To achieve this objective, the paper draws largely from 

past research findings of eminent researchers in this academic area. The 

paper observed that incentive system has high significant relationship 

with employee motivation and productivity in both the organized private 

sector and public sector organizations in Nigeria. The paper recommends 

that management must identify the type of incentive that best motivate 

the employee, design and administer flexible incentive programmes, seek 

and obtain feedback on incentives and set effective employee performance 

goals in the organization. 
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Introduction 

The success and the survival of any organization are determined by the way 

the workers are remunerated and rewarded. The reward system and 

motivating incentives will determine the level of employees’ commitment 

and their attitude to work. As noted by researchers in human resource 

management poor incentive packages have been a major factor affecting 

employees’ commitment and productivity. However, for any organization 

to achieve its objective in any competitive society, employers of labour must 

have a thorough understanding of what drives the employees to perform 

efficiently and reward them accordingly. Besides, employees must be 

motivated through adequate incentive plans and reward systems and this 

will invariably encourage them to be proactive and have right attitude to 

work, thereby promote organizational productivity (Armstrong, 2003). 

However, in a highly dynamic organization, incentive strategies are 

deployed by employers of labour to ensure that the best brains are retained 

in the best interest of the organization (Nelson, 2003). 

 

Consequently, productivity can only be enhanced if the employees are well 

motivated through adequate incentive packages that are proportional to 

their performance (Buchanan & Huczynski, 2004). Meanwhile, to avoid 

wrong perception and controversy by the employees, reward system must 

be clearly communicated to employees with job measurement which will 

drive the much needed motivational drive in the employees (Hartman, 

2011). Incentives propel and influence employee’s attitudes in work place 

and as well stimulate understanding between the employer and the 

employee which will consequently cumulated into unprecedented 

performance for both the employees and the organization (Udo-Aka 2003). 

Employee satisfaction and performance are largely influenced by incentives 
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packages or reward system put in place by the organization (Baron, 1991). 

Therefore, this study is to test the effect of incentive packages on employee 

attitudes among the public servants in, Nigeria. 

 

Objective of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to examine the requirements of effective 

incentive system for improved employees motivation and productivity in 

Nigerian organizations. 

 

Scope of the Study 

The contents of the study include incentives, dimensions of incentive 

system, effects of incentives on workers attitudes, incentive theories, types 

of incentive system, purpose of incentives, characteristics of good incentive 

system, steps to make incentive a success etc. 

 

Methodology 

The research adopted literature survey method to collect necessary 

information concerning requirements of effective incentive system for 

employee’s motivation and productivity in Nigerian organizations. The 

information gathered was analyzed qualitatively due to the nature of the 

study. 

 

Incentives 

Adequate incentive have been found to be one of the means through which 

organization can adopt to motivate and increase their workers’ 

performance. There are many studies in the literature, which examine the 

monetary and non-monetary incentives and their effects on organizational 

variables (Cherrinaton, 1995). Incentive programs are put in place by 

various organizations to compensate and reward performance of 

employees who perform more than expectation (Caruth, 2009). Incentive 

packages are financial or non-financial rewards offered to employees to 

compel them to exert more effort into any giving task.  
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Incentive is a force that cause employees to behave in certain ways and on 

any given day, they may choose to work as hard as possible at a job, to work 

just hard enough to avoid a reprimand, or to do as little as possible 

(Drucker, 1974). Meanwhile, incentives are designed to get the maximum 

performance from the employees and help retain the most productive 

among them (Prokopenko, 1992). Organization can consider a variety of 

ways to reward the employees for their work performance, but an 

organization need to consider using the best employee incentives to get the 

desired results. Incentives are an instrumental drive towards employee 

motivation and performance and it has great benefits and high potentials 

to motivate workers to put in their best in any giving task (Mitchell 1982). 

“High productivity may be determined by employees’ ability to work and 

therefore employees that are not well rewarded produce less” (Adekoya, 

1987). Agoro (1991) divided these incentives into monetary incentives and 

nonmonetary incentives which is also known as financial or non-financial 

incentives. 

 

Meanwhile, employees could be intrinsically or extrinsically motivated. 

Intrinsic motivation is an inward drive coming from within the person 

which makes him to work effectively and efficiently toward the realization 

of organizational productivity (Nwasike, 1991). It arises from natural 

psychological needs, such as needs for competence and autonomy (Krech, 

Crutchfied & Ballachey, 1992). It is a self-generated urge that comes from 

inside an employee and influences him/her to work harder. They are 

connected to job related and social incentives such as opportunity to use 

one's ability, interesting work, recognition of a good performance, 

development opportunities, a sense of challenge and achievement, 

participation in decision making, and being treated in a caring and 

thoughtful manner etc. On the other hand, extrinsic motivation exists when 

behaviour is performed to attain externally administered incentives. 

Extrinsic motivation is related to “tangible” incentives such as wages and 

salaries, fringe benefits, cash bonuses, security, promotion, wall plaques, 
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free dinner or movie tickets etc. (Prokopenko, 1992). Intrinsic and extrinsic 

incentives are two important tools in ensuring motivation, commitment 

and satisfaction of employees in the world of work. It is therefore possible 

to state that nonmonetary incentives as a motivational tool address both 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation concepts. While monetary incentives may 

only be classified as a factor leading to extrinsic motivation. Therefore, for 

employees to remain efficient and highly productive, and competitive, 

management need to understand why individuals and group behave the 

way they do, so that they can be satisfied, happy and highly 

productive(Nwachukwu, 2009).  

 

Dimensions of Incentives System 

Monetary Incentives 

Monetary incentives are used by employers of labour to retain their best 

brains and as well compensate them for a job well done and excellence of 

job performance through monetary form (Campbell, 1990). The incentive 

can come in many forms: basic salary, compensation, insurance, profit 

sharing, retirement plans, employee stock, overtime pay, attendance 

incentives, competition and contests, output-Oriented merit increases, 

performance Bonuses, piecework , safety incentives , suggestion Awards 

etc ( UNDP, 2006). Monetary incentive is used to describe incentive-

payment plans which ties incentives directly or indirectly to productivity 

standard (Nwasike 1991). 

 

Nonmonetary Incentives 

Nonmonetary incentives are to reward employees for excellence job 

performance through opportunities (Kepner, 2001). It usually come in form 

of more enabling authority, award, participating in the management, 

promotion, holidays, better working environment, written recognition, 

gifts, formal dinners, informal parties, plaques, etc. (Prokopenko, 1991). 

Meanwhile, in order to have a clearer understanding of incentive packages, 
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it is imperative to know the classification of incentive packages and this is 

depicted bellow: 

 

Effect of Incentives on Workers Attitudes 

Although employee attitudes such as satisfaction are not a major 

determinant of job performance (Udo-Aka, 2003) but contribute to (or 

discourage) absenteeism, reduction in the wastages, industrial accidents 

and they help establish the culture of the organization (Agoro, 1991) Four 

major generalizations about employee attitudes and incentives as noted by 

Agoro, (1991) are: 

 

(i.) Employee satisfaction is influenced by how much is received and how 

much the individual thinks should be received. 

(ii)  Employee satisfaction is affected by comparisons with what happens 

to others. 

(iii) Employees often misperceive the incentives of others. 

(iv) Overall job satisfaction is affected by how satisfied employees are with 

both the extrinsic and the intrinsic rewards they derive from their jobs. 

 

Incentive Theories 

Theories surrounding compensation may range from equity/justice theory, 

expectancy theory, agency theory to tournament and human capital 

theories. For this paper, Skinner’s (1974) reinforcement theory is relevant. 

The reinforcement approach to employee motivation sidesteps the issues of 

employee needs and the thinking processes. It simply considers the 

relationship between behaviour and its consequences and focuses on 

changing or modifying the employees" on the job behaviour through 

appropriate use of immediate incentives (rewards). The paper emphasizes 

positive reinforcement: the administration of a pleasant and rewarding 

consequence following a desired behaviour. To recognize an employee who 

arrives on time or does little extra in his work is a good example of positive 

reinforcement. The likelihood of the employee continuing with the excellent 
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behaviour is what Skinner called „the law of effect". The law of effect states 

that: the behaviour that is positively reinforced tends to be repeated, and 

behaviour that is not reinforced tends not to be repeated. Incentive 

motivation draws largely from this theory, that is, reinforcement theory 

provides the entry point for incentive motivation. 

 

Individual employee is motivated by different incentives or benefits and it 

is important to know how they are motivated and what can satisfy them in 

order to encourage them to have right attitudes to work which will 

invariably enhance employee performance and organizational 

productivity. The incentive theory is one of the major theories of motivation 

and suggests that employees are motivated to do things out of a desire for 

incentives (Paul & Marc 2007).  Maslow (1954) argued that employees are 

motivated to satisfy five need levels: physiological needs, security need, 

belongingness need, self-esteems and self-actualization in organizations, 

the needs are generally satisfied by adequate wages/salary and the 

attractive incentive packages, (Cherrington, 1995). Hertzberg (1959) posited 

that satisfaction and dissatisfaction are driven by different factors; 

motivation and hygiene factors and employee’s motivation and 

commitment to work is proportional to employees’ satisfaction. Therefore, 

incentive is intrinsic drive that compel individual employee to attain both 

personal and corporate goal (Caruth, Middlebrook & Frank, 1982). 

 

He added that motivation factors are instrumental to the willingness of 

employees to perform optimally, and this provides people with satisfaction 

such as achievement in work, recognition, promotion opportunities. These 

motivating factors are considered to be fundamental to the employees’ job 

performance. Expectancy theory by Vroom (1964) opined that motivation 

largely depends on the individuals' expectations about their ability to 

perform any giving tasks in anticipation to receive desired and 

commensurate rewards. The basis of the expectancy theory of motivation is 

the relationship between the effort, performance and outcomes, the input 
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of employees determines the reward package. Expectancy theory posit that 

individual or group effort leads to performance and the outcome of their 

performance is related to their incentive package. Sequel to the above, 

incentive package is a motivating drive that enhances the employees’ right 

attitudes to work and this will invariably propel them to be committed and 

willing to work hard in anticipation of what they stand to get in return of 

the input. 

 

Types of Incentive System 

Generally, incentive systems are classified into two types: material 

incentive and non-material incentives. Material incentives according to 

Paul & Mark (2007), are those provided for specific group of workers to 

motivate them for a specific behaviour. Non-material (non- financial) 

incentive system on the other hand are directed at moral motivation to 

serve in the interest of the community. Non -material incentives to 

employee especially in the public service attract a certain kind of person 

that more readily identifies with the mission of the organization, (Paul & 

Marc 2007). Caruth (2000) however, classified incentives into individual 

incentive and group incentive systems. For this article, the following 

specific incentive programmes are relevant and open to organizations in 

Nigeria: 

 

Cash Incentives: This is payment for performance that meets established 

criteria. Employees are paid certain sum of money or savings bond. 

Successful suggestions, for example, are recognized with a sum of money 

equal to the fraction of the cost of the savings attributed to the suggestion. 

Special benefits: This involves additional paid leave, commission, 

extraordinary performance, perfect attendance and so on. 

 

Recognition: Employee recognition as an incentive, offer relatively low cost 

but high-impact means to reward to employees. This recognition could be 

done by holding annual dinners, luncheons, banquets etc at which high-
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achievers or performers are celebrated. Other recognition techniques 

include the distribution of T-shirts, certificates and gold nameplates. 

Sometimes high performing employees are featured in organizational in-

house newsletters and in some cases are the subjects of press releases. 

 

Special Opportunities: Available records suggest that management in 

some organizations used special opportunities as incentive system. These 

special opportunities include the chance to experience special training, 

favoured assignments, flexible working conditions, mentorship and so on. 

 

Piece Rate: Under this incentive scheme, a uniform price is paid per unit of 

production. Employees may therefore be compensated according to the 

number of pieces they produced or processed. Compensation is therefore 

directly proportional to the level of productivity or results obtained. The 

scheme is easy to calculate and employees may determine or predict their 

rewards in the short term and regulate their pace of work in accordance 

with the level of compensation they want to attain. 

 

Commission: Used typically with sales people, commissions are incentive 

compensation based on a percentage of total sales. A good number of sales 

people work on a salary (base pay) plus commission. Others work on a 

straight commission basis only. Commission according to Armstrong (2003) 

is intended to act as an incentive, a reward and a means of recognizing 

achievement. A commission only incentive scheme provides a sales person 

for example, with incentive payment based on a percentage of the sales 

turnover they generate, while a base salary plus commission scheme 

provide for a proportion of total earnings to be paid in commission, and the 

rest in a fixed salary. 

 

Profit Sharing: Profit sharing is an incentive compensation plan that results 

in the distribution of a predetermined percentage of the company’s profits 

to employees. This plan is used to integrate the employee’s interests with 
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those of the company. It is the payment to eligible employees of sums in the 

form of cash or shares related to the profits of the company during a 

specified period of time. Nwachukwu (2009) opines that the essence of 

profit sharing is to give employees a share in the company profits as 

recognition of their outstanding effort. Management decides on what 

percentage of company profit to be shared by employees. To act as a 

motivator, profit sharing may be closely tied to productivity. The profit to 

be shared may come once a year and when well administered, profit 

sharing acts as an incentive and helps to instill the spirit of common 

purpose. A profit sharing plan is designed to pay out incentives when the 

company is most able to afford it and it may come in the form of current 

distribution plan, deferred plan and combined plan. 

 

Gain-Sharing: Armstrong (2003) emphasizes that gain-sharing is a 

formula-based company or factory wide incentive plan that provides for 

employees to share in the financial gains resulting from increases in added 

value or another measure of productivity. Gain-sharing plans (also known 

as productivity incentives) generally refer to incentive plans that involve 

many or all employees in a common effort to achieve a company’s 

productivity objectives. Gain-sharing formulae may include: The Scalon 

plan, The Rucker Plan, Improshare, Taylor Plan, Gantt Plan, and so on. The 

link between employee efforts and the payout can usefully be made by 

involving them in analyzing results and identifying areas for 

improvements. Profit-sharing differs from gain-sharing in that the former 

is based on more than improved productivity. Gain sharing aims to relate 

the payouts much more specifically to productivity and performance 

improvements within the control of employees. 

 

Golden Handcuffs: Sometimes called retention or loyalty incentives, 

golden handcuffs are used by a company to retain talented employees by 

demonstrating that they are valued for their contributions and by working 

fairly and consistently. Golden handcuffs make it difficult and costly for an 
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employee to leave the organization. Golden handcuff packages include 

share options for managers, high salary scale, and high retirement benefits. 

The standard established by this incentive scheme is too high for any other 

company to meet up. This is why the scheme is called „golden or executive 

handcuff; it ties the employee fully to the organization. This scheme is one 

of the recent incentives provided to employees in many private 

organizations in Nigeria.  

 

Share Ownership: This plan intends to make employees co-owners of the 

company. It creates a provision for employees to have a stake in the 

company and longer term compensation by giving them options to buy 

shares at a future date for their current market price. Stock options are 

motivational to employees because they confer on employees the right to 

buy the company’s stock at a specified price. Many organizations in Nigeria 

now motivate employees through the employee stock ownership approach. 

 

Purpose of Incentive Scheme 

Purpose of incentive system in organizations according to Caruth, 

Middlebrook & Frank (1982), is to increase productivity in the organization.  

By relating compensation to output, an employer is attempting to induce 

workers to turn out a greater volume of work thereby lowering the cost of 

producing a single unit of output. 

 

Specifically, the purpose of incentives to both an employee and the 

organization are to: 
1. Improve motivation 

2. Tie pay to performance 

3. Recognize differences in employee performance 

4. Increase competition among employees 

5. Attract and retain productive employees 

6. Reduce absenteeism 

7. Reduce idle time 

8. Reduce or control costs 
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9. Utilize equipment more effectively 

10. Relate increases in compensation to increases in productivity 

11. Avoid additions to employees 

12. Create uniform processing costs 

13. Direct efforts toward achieving organizational objectives and so on 

Characteristics of Good Incentive System 

A good incentive plan shall fulfill the following requirements 

 

1. Trust and Confidence - The success of any incentive plan depends on 

the existence of an atmosphere of trust and confidence between the 

workers and the management. In the absence of such an atmosphere, 

the workers may resist any such proposal by the management. 

 

2. Consensus Required - The management should not take a unilateral 

decision while evolving an incentive scheme. Consensus between the 

workers and the management is necessary for the success of the plan. 

 

3. Assured Minimum Wage - Payment to any worker should not be totally 

related to his performance. Every worker should be assured of a 

minimum wage notwithstanding performance. Only then the workers 

would have a sense of security. 

 

4. No Scope For Bias Or Favoritism - The standards set under the 

incentive plan should be based on objective analysis. It should not 

expect too much out of the employee nor should it give scope for bias or 

favoritism. 

 

5. Simple to Operate - The incentive plan should not involve tedious 

calculations. It should be so simple that the worker will be in a position 

to work out his total earnings himself. 
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6. Beneficial to both the Workers and the Management - The incentive 

plan should be beneficial to both the workers and the management. 

From the management’s point of view, it should be cost effective. From 

the workers’ point of view, it should offer return, at a rate higher than 

the normal rate of wages, for the extra efforts made by them. 

 

7. Sound System of Evaluation - A perfect system of evaluating the 

employee’s performance should be created in the organization. The 

results of evaluation should be made known to the employees at the 

earliest. 

 
 

8. Redressing Grievances - Grievances and complaints are bound to arise 

whenever any incentive plan is in vogue in the organization. Proper 

machinery should be installed for the quick handling of all such 

complaints. 

 
 

9. Review - The progress of the incentive scheme should be periodically 

reviewed. Only then it would be possible to notice and remove defects, 

if any, in the plan. 

 

The requirements for a successful incentive system- whether for a 

manufacturer, a credit union, a general contractor, or a restaurant franchise 

- are all the same.  

 

Steps to Make Incentive a Success 

Here are 6 steps to make an organization in Nigeria 

 

1. Determine what the plan intends to accomplish Identify, in detail, 

the improvable conditions desired, and the likely, attainable behaviours 

necessary to achieve them. Analyze for appropriateness in your 

environment. And really determine what you want. Be specific, because in 

compensation, it's not what you wish for, hope for, or even plan for ... it's 
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what you pay for that you get. For example: A client wanted to reduce 

workers’ compensation claims and their subsequent costs in two of their 

facilities. They simply created a "safety bonus" of 10% of the manager's pay, 

reduced by 3% for the first accident, and 7% for the second. So what 

happened? You guessed it: fewer reported accidents, though they put no 

other safe-work or prevention efforts in place. Needless to say, this one got 

ugly before better, to be sure. 

 

2.  Determine Participants 

Realize that missing a key employee or position can put a wrench in the 

viability and success of the entire plan. Consider more inclusion than 

exclusion. The key to success in incentives - the basis of which behaviour is 

changed - is that the right people must be motivated to do the right things. 

If you exclude a group of people, specifically, from an applicable incentive, 

don't be shocked when they don't put that particular goal achievement at 

the very top of their daily "must- do” list. Human nature kicks in here, and 

employees will, first and foremost, do the things that most benefit their self-

interest. This doesn't mean they're mercenaries, it simply means they're 

human. 

 

3.  Develop Clear Performance Goal 

These should be simple, supported by historic, valid information, and 

clearly quantifiable. Think 2-3 total goals - the fewer the better. If you 

exceed 4 or 5, you've gone too far, and are trying to do too much with the 

plan. Model the potential payouts to ensure affordability. Be realistic. Be 

prepared to pay for incremental improvement, not just home runs.  

 

4.   Determine Logistics 

This include dates of incentive consideration, payout dates, what is and 

isn't considered, plan revision procedures, termination payouts, and 

effective dates of the plan. Two reasons: you're giving yourself an automatic 
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review cycle, and it lessens the likelihood that the incentive plan will morph 

into an entitlement with participants. 

  

5.  Communicate 

Effective and thorough communications cannot be overemphasized. 

Participants must realize the attention given to the incentive plan, clearly 

understand its parameters and intent, and have ample knowledge to 

successfully achieve those behaviours necessary to reach various incentive 

levels. Tell participants, in plain, easy-to-understand English, what the plan 

is designed to do, and what your expectations are for their performance 

within the plan. Sort of like the "whereas" parts of the recitals at the 

beginning of a contract. Further, the communication should be brief, and 

again, easy to understand.  

 

6.  Rinse and Repeat 

Evaluate the success and/or failures of the plan. Determine what worked, 

what didn't, and what can easily be modified or improved for better results. 

Check payouts against modeling done earlier for accuracy and variations. 

Don't rely solely on a consultant's expertise. Make sure it passes your own 

sniff test, and that real monies are appropriately in play, on both the 

incentive target side, and the payout side. Reward levels are determined by 

the triangulation of desired results, employee efforts, and financial impact 

(savings versus costs). Dig deeper than most, and look to share something 

closer to 30-40% of savings/additional revenue; if employees believe you 

are simply enjoying a windfall for their efforts, while providing them just a 

few extra peanuts in their box, they’ll eventually rebel, and performance 

will reverse. After all, if incentives are accurately implemented, you’re 

paying them from money you wouldn’t have had anyway... Think about 

that. 
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Observations 

Based on the above literature review, the paper found out that there is a 

link between incentive system and employee motivation and productivity. 

Incentive system, if properly designed and administered, do motivate 

employees and increase their productivity in organizations. The paper also 

revealed that a number of incentives do exist in some organizations in 

Nigeria. They include the following: 

 

1.  Pay, salaries, wages, allowances, etc. 

2. Direct financial benefits, such as pension, illness/health/life insurance, 

allowances (clothing, housing, etc), subsidies, gain sharing. 

3. Indirect financial benefits -subsidized 

meals/clothing/accommodation/ transport, scholarships, tax breaks, 

and deferred compensation such as seniority pay. 

4. Flexible schedules, part-time/temporary work, sabbatical, study leave, 

holidays, vacation, etc. 

5. Work environment/conditions, occupational health, safety, 

recreational facilities. 

6. Amenities, school access, infrastructure, transport, etc. 

7. Job security, career/professional development/ training opportunities. 

8. Feedback, coaching, valued by organization. 

9. Solidarity, socializing, camaraderie, affection, passion. 

10. Status, prestige, recognition. 

11. Sense of duty, purpose, and mission. 

12. Security, opportunities, stability, and risk. If these incentives are 

properly administered, it is hoped that employees would be motivated 

and increase their productivity in the organization. 
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Recommendations 

Finally, the paper recommends that: 

Management should identify the type of incentive scheme that is most 

motivating to employees. This should also be based on individual 

differences and needs. 

 

The incentives must be feasible for the organization to implement. 

Organizations should therefore try to balance material considerations with 

non-material reinforcements to maximize job quality and quantity. 

Management should seek and obtain feedback on how employees perceive 

incentives. Feedback combined with appropriate incentive system produce 

the strongest effect on job productivity. 

 

Performance goals should be clearly defined. The goals should be specific 

measurable, achievable, and time bounded. Productivity cannot easily be 

assessed if what constitutes productivity is not clearly and objectively 

defined at the onset. 

 

It is also recommended that organization should strive to improve on 

monetary and nonmonetary incentive packages giving to their employees 

in order to get the best out of them. 

 

Efforts must also be intensified to ensure that employees are giving what is 

due to them without any delay. It is evident from this study that work 

attitude is significantly influenced by incentive structure. The Implication 

is that the more preferred the incentive structure, the more positive 

employee work attitude will be. 

 

Conclusion 

Incentive systems are fast becoming increasingly a popular technique in 

attracting, motivating, developing, and retaining employees in 

organizations in Nigeria. Experience has shown that organizations that 
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provide effective incentives are more likely to have satisfactory job 

performance from employees. From the reviews, the major conclusion to be 

drawn is that incentive systems do have significant correlation with 

employee motivation and productivity in organizations in Nigeria. 
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